STUDENT SENATE AUTHORIZATION 2016-104

TITLE: Funding for Gator Billiards

AUTHOR: Senate Allocations Committee

AMOUNT: $100.00

Special Request for:

| Programing   | Tabling Supplies | $35.00 |
| Advertising  | Facebook Ads    | $55.00 |
| Copies       | SG Color Copies | $10.00 |
| Food         |                 | $0.00  |

Grand Total $100.00

President: Michael Dylan Gerding

Active Members: 30

Purpose: The purpose of Gator Billiards Club is to provide a forum for students interested in billiards to meet, practice, and share their passion for billiards. Gator Billiards accepts members of all skill levels and seeks to improve their skills. Our goal is to provide a safe, welcoming environment where any student interested in billiards can come out, hop on a pool table, make new friends, and obviously improve his or her billiards game all free of charge.

Activities Gator Billiards will provide a billiards community by holding weekly two-hour meetings at Palomino's Pool Hall (and the Reitz Union Gameroom once it reopens) and rotating members across our pool tables. By rotating members to different tables, Gator Billiards ensures that members meet new people and hopefully form new relationships. Gator Billiards improves the skills of members by pairing up lesser skilled members with our highest skilled members. Higher skilled members...
coach and teach the lesser skilled members in order to improve their skills. Gator Billiards will also host monthly socials to facilitate member-to-member interactions and friendships.

Proviso: This allocation will exhaust at the end of the fiscal year on June 30, 2016
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